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Abstract
This article explores urbicide during Europe’s largest ongoing war of the 21st century. 
Urbicide in Ukraine is not just another story in a long list of well-covered destroyed cities; 
it has new manifestations and needs to be rethought. Despite the variety of forms and 
concepts associated with urbicide, it has some common features such as non-selective-
ness, simultaneous destruction of symbolic and mundane, ordinary places, both physical 
structures and values, is aimed at ‘killing’ the heterogeneous urbanity for its own sake, 
and even being carefully planned causes reconfiguration of urban spaces in unexpected 
ways. The article has three focuses; it concentrates on the extent and causes of direct ur-
bicide in Ukraine, the relation of urban life under occupation and indirect urbicide, and 
narratives of (non)return to occupied cities. All these foci are united by the main purpose 
of the study to understand the urbicide caused by the warfare and global geopolitical 
changes that are ‘exploding’ (in a literal and relative sense) in Ukraine’s cities. This re-
search is based on the analysis of semi-structured in-depth interviews, thematic analysis, 
as well as mapping of warfare and urbicide in Ukraine.
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Streszczenie
Artykuł dotyczy miastobójstwa podczas największej trwającej wojny w Europie XXI w. 
Urbicyd na Ukrainie to nie tylko kolejna historia na długiej liście dobrze opisanych 
zniszczonych miast – występują nowe zjawiska, przez co problem wymaga ponownego 
przemyślenia. Pomimo różnorodności form i koncepcji związanych z miastobójstwem, 
przejawia ono pewne cechy wspólne, takie jak nieselektywność, jednoczesne niszczenie 
symbolicznych i zwyczajnych miejsc, zarówno struktur fizycznych, jak i wartości. Służy 
„zabijaniu” heterogenicznej miejskości, a staranne zaplanowane powoduje rekonfigura-
cję przestrzeni miejskich w nieoczekiwany sposób. Artykuł koncentruje się na zakresie 
i przyczynach bezpośredniego urbicydu na Ukrainie, związku między życiem miejskim 
pod okupacją a pośrednim miastobójstwem oraz narracjami o (nie)powrocie do oku-
powanego miasta. Wszystkie te wątki łączy główny cel badania, jakim jest zrozumienie 
urbicydu spowodowanego przez działania wojenne i globalne zmiany geopolityczne, któ-
re „eksplodują” (w sensie dosłownym i przenośnym) w ukraińskich miastach. W bada-
niach wykorzystano ustrukturyzowane wywiady pogłębione, analizy tematyczne, a także 
mapowanie działań wojennych i miastobójstw na Ukrainie.

Słowa kluczowe: urbicyd, miastobójstwo, miasto, wojna, migracje powrotne, uchodź-
stwo wewnętrzne, wojna rosyjsko-ukraińska, Ukraina.

INTRODUCTION

Global geopolitical confrontations manifest themselves in individual cities, and 
“global violence telescopes within and through local places” (Graham, 2004a). 
Along with the “implosion of global politics into the urban world” (Appadurai, 
1996) warfare is also being urbanised (Graham, 2004a; Woodward, 2005), and the 
search for national security is today a source of urban insecurity (Sassen, 2010). 
During the Russo-Ukrainian war, cities and suburbs became the main foci of mil-
itary aggression. Different dimensions of urban geopolitics intersect in Ukrainian 
cities – the clash of different geopolitical preferences in geopolitical fault-line 
cities, the spread of disinformation and conspiracy theories, everyday geopoli-
tics during the war, the geography of refuge, vertical geopolitics, and definitely 
urbicide (Fregonese, 2012, 2019; Rokem et al., 2017; Torres-Adán, 2021; Gentile, 
Kragh, 2022). Ukrainian cities burn in real-time.

There are many books and articles with war and cities in their titles – from 
Ashworth’s War and the City (1991) on mutual relationships of cities and defence 
against deliberate military threats to War Victims and the Right to a City by Al-
Shoubaki (2022) on indirect urbicide through the lens of refugee camps. It seems 
that the main types of manifestations and consequences of war in the 21st century 
have been described. A place annihilation, urbicide and space-cide as a result of 
the ‘new’, asymmetric wars, have already been well covered. However, the Russian 
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war in Ukraine opens a new page in the deliberate destruction of cities. The radical 
destruction of Mariupol and Popasna, the wanton massacre in Bucha, the everyday 
destruction of Kharkiv and Mykolaiv are various manifestations of direct urbicide. 
At the same time, cities that are under Russian occupation and have undergone a 
greater degree of non-military destruction experienced indirect urbicide.

The new urban map of war is expansive (Sassen, 2010), and we should think 
geographically about contemporary military violence (Woodward, 2005). 
Urbicide in Ukraine is just another story in a long list of destroyed cities, or 
does it have new manifestations and needs to be reconsidered? We claim that 
this is not a recreation of one of the previous scenarios of urbicide, but a new 
planned and ineptly and outrageously implemented ‘project’. From 2014, Russia 
attempted to depict it as a by-product of asymmetric civil war, a war between 
‘brutal Ukrainian punishers’ and ‘militias’ who are defending their civil rights. 
In 2022, however, the masks were dropped. Now, this is Russia’s open aggression 
against Ukraine, which has led to urbicide on a huge scale. Ukraine is the largest 
country in terms of area and sixth in terms of population in Europe, where all 
cities and the entire population have become real or potential victims of urbi-
cide. Therefore, the first significant difference is the spatial scale of military ur-
bicide. Another specific feature is that the greatest destruction happens in cities 
where the share of those who are considered a target of ‘protection’ or those who 
are the aggressor’s supporters (including the Russian-speaking population and 
adherents of the ‘Russian World’) is the highest. And such destruction of cit-
ies is explained not only by their heterogeneous nature, not only by the ethnic 
and linguistic diversity that is being destroyed but also by significant positive 
changes in these cities. Since 2014 they have demonstrated improvements in in-
frastructure, public transport, the arrangement of public spaces, the develop-
ment of urban activism and participatory urban planning and, as a result, the 
weakening of nostalgia for the Soviet past and the values of the ‘Russian World’. 
Such changes are one of the drivers of extreme urbicide in Ukraine. Most of the 
cities that are being destroyed continue to function as full-fledged cities, where 
public transport works, garbage is collected and streets are cleaned, businesses 
operate, salaries and pensions are paid. And one more specificity is related to the 
indirect urbicide of occupied Ukrainian cities. These cities suffer from inefficient 
management, underinvestment, a decrease in business activity, forced flight of 
the most economically active population and an unsuccessful simulation of de-
velopment. Therefore, the deliberate destruction of cities in Ukraine requires a 
new perspective and further understanding of urbicide through the lens of urban 
geopolitics under new geopolitical realities.

The article has three focuses; it concentrates on the extent and causes of direct 
urbicide in Ukraine, the relation of urban life under occupation and indirect ur-
bicide, and narratives of (non)return to occupied cities. All these foci are united 
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by the main purpose of the study to understand urbicide caused by the largest war 
of the 21st century and global geopolitical changes that are ‘exploding’ (in a literal 
and metaphorical sense) in Ukraine’s cities.

DIVERSITY OF FORMS AND CONCEPT(S) OF URBICIDE

Urbicide as deliberate destruction of the built environment (Coward, 2009) is 
considered in the context of traditional and ‘new’, asymmetric wars, as well as 
terrorist acts in territories outside the warfare. Different manifestations of ‘kill-
ing the city’ are described in different terms and interpreted as different forms of 
urbicide. They have different spatial scales, from entire cities to individual neigh-
bourhoods and public spaces, as well as different justifications and condemna-
tions. However, they all have one key thing in common – the ‘urb’ part in the 
word urbicide, i.e. ‘destruction of urban’, ‘the killing of urbanity’ (Coward, 2009; 
Abujidi, 2014), the wanton (politicised) violence against the city’s built fabric and 
social life (Fregonese, 2019).

The deliberate bombing of cities during the Second World War, which led to the 
complete destruction of cities or large urban spaces, is usually considered ‘place 
annihilation’. This term was coined by Hewitt (1983) to emphasise the simultane-
ous destruction of ordinary residents and their communities, public spaces and 
neighbourhoods, in fact, the loss of meaning of destroyed places. Abujidi (2014) 
classifies such violence against urban space as ‘extreme urbicide’. This form of the 
complete annihilation of the urban is aimed at the destruction of the collective 
or national identity, or some places/spaces that constitute their important feature 
(Abujidi, 2014).

Urbicide after the Second World War was first associated with ‘construction 
wars’, non-military ‘wars’ of urban restructuring policies in the 1960s’ (Huxtable, 
1970; Berman, 1996). In this case, it is also important that the demolition of de-
teriorated buildings causes destroying of surrounding urban areas identity. The 
destruction of buildings was the destruction of the city and the ‘washing out’ of 
identity embodied in architecture and public spaces (Coward, 2009).

Another form of urbicide was used by the Soviet Union in the Afghan war. 
Goodson (2001) used the term ‘rubbleisation’ which emphasises the tactics of 
military operations when virtually everything in Afghanistan has been a tar-
get, when during combat, built environments have been totally damaged or de-
stroyed—houses, mosques and minarets, schools, hospitals, industrial structures, 
roads, bridges, etc. That is, ‘rubbleisation’ is intended to reduce the built environ-
ment literally to rubble (Goodson, 2001; Coward, 2009) in order to suppress the 
resistance of completely different cultural, political and ethnic groups.

Urbicide in the post-Cold War era has new manifestations and much greater 
attention from researchers. Numerous cases of urbicide were primarily associat-
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ed with intra-state armed conflicts in the collapsing Yugoslavia, Russia, and the 
Middle East.

Thus, the deliberate physical destruction and ethnic cleansing of the city 
of Vukovar in Croatia in 1991–1992 by the forces of the Serbian government 
Bogdanovic (1993) called ‘murder of the city’. Much other military violence against 
cities during the Balkan wars of the 1990s have also been viewed through the lens 
of urbicide. Abujidi (2014) distinguished a specific form of urbicide associated 
with the deliberate destruction of a specific type of buildings, which have high 
historical and symbolic values, symbolic meaning to the ‘other’, such as religious, 
national, and cultural buildings. These buildings are attacked not because they 
are in the path of a military objective, but because they are the objective (Bevan, 
2006; Abujidi, 2014). The most infamous example is Mostar Bridge in Bosnia and 
Herzegovina.

Given the importance of destroyed architecture as a symbol of the identity of 
a certain ethnic group or nation as a whole, Sarajevo’s Association of Architects 
during its city’s siege in the 1990s coined the term ‘warchitecture’ as a war against 
architecture. However, Herscher (2010) suggested shifting the focus from a war 
on architecture to a war by architecture. This manifestation of urbicide is not nec-
essarily aimed at the destruction of all buildings, but also at different sorts of 
damage and vandalism, especially in relation to religious and cultural buildings 
important for identity. Facades graffitied with texts and images were intended to 
emphasise the superiority or belonging of these spaces and buildings to the ag-
gressor and the humiliation and symbolic subordination of ‘others’.

Such acts of destroying vernacular and symbolic places during the war with 
the intention of erasing cultural identity and a sense of belonging Meharg (2001) 
called ‘identicide’. While identicide occurs when groups contest and aim to de-
stroy one another’s places of identity, the destruction of shared world culture and 
heritage for immediate political, religious, or ideological goals she considers ‘cul-
tural cannibalism’ (Meharg, 2001). Nevertheless, both lead to the homogenisa-
tion of ‘urban space devoid of meaning’. Part and parcel of urbicide is ‘extreme 
domicide’ as the deliberate destruction of homes in order to revenge, leverage 
against enemy governments, or terrorise civilians so that they lose faith in their 
own cause (Porteous, Smith, 2003). In turn, domicide intensifies the outflow of 
internally displaced persons (IDPs) and refugees in search of temporary shelter. 
As Boano (2011) noted, houses are not only destroyed but ‘killed’ in order to expel 
their inhabitants.

The wanton aggression toward urbanity is to a certain extent explained by the 
so-called ‘revenge’ of the traditional homogeneous rural vision to the modern di-
verse city. Involvement of rural residents in military operations in some cases pro-
voked an increase in the aspiration to destroy the urban environment and urban 
life as ‘other’, ‘incomprehensible’, ‘to eradicate urbanity itself ’, to destroy a par-
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ticular way of life (Coward, 2009; Shaar, Templer, 2016). However, the state of the 
devastation of many villages comparable to cities during the Yugoslav wars shows 
that ‘revenge of the countryside’ is not the root cause of urbicide (Bougarel, 1999).

Russian devastating assault on cities (first of all on Grozny) during the Chechen 
wars of 1994–1996 and 1999–2000 was against its ‘agonistic heterogeneity’ and 
alterity (Coward, 2009). The planned destruction of cities by mass bulldozing 
of housing and urban spaces in the Palestinian territories is another manifesta-
tion of such urbicide aimed to erase ‘other’, ‘resistant’ identity from certain areas 
(Graham, 2004b, c). Hanafi (2009) suggested in this context to talk about spa-
cio-cide, because urban space is transformed into mere land. Spacio-cide targets 
not only cities but also the whole landscape and built environment, resulting in 
not only destroyed or damaged buildings, but levelled hillsides and flattened veg-
etation (Hanafi, 2009).

The urbicide in the Syrian civil war was following a model of Bosnia in the ear-
ly 1990s with the destruction of historically important sites and ordinary build-
ings and everyday spaces, bombing with no military purpose (Shaar, Templer, 
2016). The very destruction of the city was aimed at creating an utter sense of 
hopelessness and powerlessness through the erasure of history, public space, and 
community (Shaar, Templer, 2016). In many cases, it resulted in dwellers losing a 
sense of belonging to their city (Azzouz, 2019). Another manifestation of urbicide 
is the fragmentation of Beirut’s urban space in the Lebanese civil war, its partition 
into multiple bordered territories protected by militias, thus causing the reterrito-
rialisation of the city (Fregonese, 2009).

Acts or campaigns of terror in cities outside warfare are also considered a form 
of urbicide. In connection with the terrorist attack in New York on September 
11/2001, Safier (2001) wrote about urbicide as deliberate (even if supposedly in-
cidental) targeting of cities, seeking to destroy the security, public order, civility 
and quality of life of all their citizens, and damage or destroy the viability and 
liveability of the city itself.

The mentioned cases of urbicide are far from exhaustive. However, despite the 
variety of forms and concepts associated with urbicide, some common features 
can be identified. First, deliberate targeting of cities is non-selective since it con-
cerns all residents, not any individual ethnic or social group, without distinction 
by social status or political preferences. Second, the deliberate (not as collateral 
damage) destruction of symbolic places and buildings important for ethnic or na-
tional identity is combined with the destruction of mundane, ordinary spaces and 
buildings, in which everyday practices of ordinary people are embedded. Third, 
urbicide is characterised by the destruction of physical, tangible parts, as well 
as intangible features (Al-Shoubaki, 2022), both built environment and values of 
liberty, civility, diversity, and co-existence (Safier, 2001; Boano, 2011), assault on 
the values of civilisation (Simmons, 2001). Fourth, urbicide is aimed at ‘killing’ 
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the heterogeneous urbanity for its own sake, the destruction of urban life that 
encourages the presence of ‘others’ and where diversity is deeply rooted in archi-
tecture and urban space (Coward, 2009; Ristic, 2018), the destruction of buildings 
as a condition of possibility of being-with-others (Coward, 2004). Fifth, deliberate 
(even carefully planned) destruction of cities reconfigures urban spaces in unex-
pected ways (Alic, 2019).

The deliberate destruction of cities, urban spaces and urban life is considered 
direct urbicide. By contrast, indirect urbicide could involve slow and less visible 
physical/material destruction (Abujidi, 2014). Abujidi (2014) considers two ways 
of indirect urbicide – by construction and by control. The first is related to either 
the construction of temporary housing and refugee camps in other (than directly 
urbicided) cities or the construction of new, other, placeless buildings instead of 
symbolic or typical in destroyed cities. It can also lead to violent reorganisation 
of the city’s spatiality (Fregonese, 2009) and destroy local identity. The indirect 
urbicide could harm the city and its inhabitants unintentionally yet excessively 
because of the use of inappropriate planning strategies, thus causing poor-quality 
housing, deteriorated and insufficient infrastructure, the emergence of new infor-
malities, etc. (Al-Shoubaki, 2022). Thus, refugee camps as (accidental) unplanned 
‘islands’ without any historical, cultural, or organisational connection with the 
city or neighbourhood can generate change in the surrounding urban space and 
shape a contested identity.

Indirect urbicide by control is associated with different kinds of city divisions, 
their internal separation, weakening binding, installation of numerous check-
points, and loss of access to certain parts of the city.

DATA AND METHODS

This research is based on the analysis of semi-structured in-depth interviews, the-
matic analysis, as well as mapping of war and urbicide in Ukraine.

From mid-November 2020 to mid-February 2022, 47 semi-structured in-depth 
interviews and a focus group were conducted, including 24 interviews with IDPs 
(ID), 13 with returnees to Kramatorsk (ID-R), five with residents of Kramatorsk 
(KR), who remained in the city during the occupation (April 12 – July 5, 2014), 
and five with experts on IDP issues in Kramatorsk (ID-E). The interviews cov-
er several different blocks of topics. This study is focused on such ones as IDPs’ 
migration trajectories and the impact of the war on their life, the situation and 
everyday life in the occupied cities, changes after the liberation (for those who re-
turned or did not leave Kramatorsk), the impact of IDPs on the city development, 
future expectations (questions about the IDPs’ intention to return and their vision 
on the future of occupied cities).The IDPs focus group discussion addressed the 
same issues and was conducted in Sloviansk.
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IDPs-interviewees are distributed by place of residence as follows: nine from 
Kramatorsk, five from Kharkiv and Dnipro, three from Mariupol, and two from 
Sloviansk. The occupied cities from which they were forced to leave are Donetsk 
(5), Makiivka (5), Luhansk (5), Yasynuvata (2), Horlivka, Yenakieve, Torez, 
Shakhtarsk, Debaltseve, Stanytsia Luhansk and Yevpatoria. During the tempo-
rary occupation, returnees to Kramatorsk went to Kyiv, Kharkiv and the region, 
Zaporizhzhia, Cherkasy regions, Sevastopol, and Moscow suburbia.

Data on the number of IDPs and their accommodation in ‘refugee’ camps (so-
called ‘places of compact residence for IDPs’) were collected from various sources, 
in particular, the Ministry of Reintegration of Temporarily Occupied Territories 
and Donetsk regional employment centre.

The mapping of war and urbicide in Ukraine’s cities was based on the record-
ing of daily official reports about individual acts of urbicide – bombing, shelling 
and street fighting, and sieges and liberation of cities.

UKRAINE’S CITIES: EIGHT YEARS OF THE RUSSIAN WAR

The Russian war in Ukraine was launched in February 2014. The mass media 
sometimes talk about the start of the war on February 24, 2022. However, it 
should be considered as the beginning of an active phase of the war, associated 
with an open invasion under Russian flags. Interestingly, on 1 March 2014, the 
Russian flag was raised on the building of Kharkiv regional state administration 
(for a few hours) by Russian citizens and on the same day, the Federation Council 
gave permission for the use of Russian military forces on the territory of Ukraine. 
Exactly eight years later on 1 March 2022, Russia shelled the same building of 
Kharkiv regional state administration. It was a kind of ‘marking’ by the Russian 
flag of the places of future urbicide.

This war cannot be seen as conventionally asymmetric, since the warring par-
ties are not conventional and unconventional forces, although at first, it looked 
partial, intermittent, and with lack of clear endings perspectives (Sassen, 2010). 
Although the Russian side attempted to present the war as civil, and the mili-
tary aggression in Donbas exclusively as an uprising of ‘militia’, during the entire 
period it is Russia’s war against Ukraine, but firstly in a hybrid form. Phillips 
P. O’Brien on his Twitter suggested using the term ‘semi-symmetric warfare’ 
(or ‘compensated asymmetric warfare’) because it is not a counter-insurgency/
insurgency war, though it is between asymmetric forces. However, an effort by 
Ukrainians to erase the asymmetry in many ways is very successful.

Russia portrayed the root causes of this war as the result of an internal conflict. 
Nevertheless, the country’s divisions exhibit a multilevel regional structure formed 
in the course of a long historical development and reflecting the nation-forming 
attitudes of Ukrainians (Karácsonyi et al., 2014). Moreover, although Ukraine is 
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a regionally diverse country, it had succeeded in peacefully managing inter-eth-
nic and linguistic tension between competing nationalisms and identities (Kuzio, 
2015). By contrast, Russia invested in the ideology of the Russkiy Mir (Russian 
World), providing a group identity to Russian speakers and peoples who associ-
ate with Russian culture and language, mythologised the Soviet past, Ukrainian 
nationalists as ‘Nazi collaborators’ and ‘fascists’, viewing Ukrainian democratic 
revolutions as Western-backed putsches directed against Russia’s ‘privileged in-
terests’ (Kuzio, 2015: 159).

Economic arguments are also used to explain the war – a separatist uprising 
by a wealthy region (with the ‘donor region’s revolt’ and ‘Donbas feeds ungrate-
ful Ukraine’ arguments) or as a local rebellion rooted in the old industrial inter-
ests of Russia-bound exporters (‘rust belt rising’ argument) (Mykhnenko, 2020). 
However, Mykhnenko (2020) has showed the groundlessness of all these argu-
ments, emphasising that this war is the result of foreign (Russian) instigation, 
intervention and invasion, aided and abetted by local collaborating elements.

During the war, there were two phases of new occupation and siege of 
Ukrainian cities – in 2014/15 and 2022 (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Ukrainian cities under occupation and siege in February 2014 – August 
2022

Source: official reports.
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The occupation, and subsequently significant regular destruction of cities, led 
to significant volumes of displacement. The vast majority of IDPs accommodate in 
cities. Thus, at the beginning of 2020, large cities (over 100,000), covering 35.5% of 
the population, hosted 45.5% of IDPs. The distribution of IDPs among cities varies 
significantly. In four cities, the number of IDPs per 1,000 exceeds 200 persons – 
in Sieverodonetsk (491), Sloviansk (381), Kramatorsk (321), and Mariupol (227). 
In the next four cities, this indicator exceeds 50 persons (Berdiansk, Brovary, 
Kyiv, and Kharkiv), followed by six cities with more than 20 persons (Pavlohrad, 
Dnipro, Zaporizhzhia, Odesa, Kherson, and Poltava). These 14 cities all cover 
21.1% of the country’s population, but 41.1% of IDPs.

The war in Ukraine, which has been going on for the ninth year, is externally 
imposed and at the level of cities, the most significant consequence being direct 
military urbicide and indirect urbicide in occupied cities.

URBICIDE: RETARGETING TOWARD UKRAINE

On 18 August 2022, the adviser of the head of the Ukraine Presidential Office 
Mykhailo Podolyak tweeted: “Russia wants to turn Kharkiv into Aleppo – 2016, 
Grozny – 1996 or Warsaw – 1945 and is successfully drinking blood live”. Indeed, 
the world is watching the deliberate killing of Ukrainian cities live. They have be-
come a new target for urbicide, which Russia is carrying out not for the first time. 
This urbicide has new characteristics and thus requires careful consideration.

Only in the first 100 days of the active phase of the war on February 24 – June 
3, 2022, 147 cities, or a third (32%) of all cities in Ukraine, were directly and delib-
erately destroyed (Fig. 2). 27 cities were destroyed by shelling, bombing or street 
fighting every 10 days, 7 cities – at least every fourth day, and 4 cities – at least 
every second day. Later on, the ‘expansion’ of urbicide continues.

What can explain such a scale of urbicide in Ukraine? The simplest explana-
tion used by the aggressor country is militarily necessary actions or collateral 
damage. However, for example, the deliberate Mariupol theatre airstrike on 16 
March 2022 or Vinnytsia inner city missile attacks on 14 July 2022 definitely re-
jects such an explanation. Similar to the Balkan Wars, buildings of no military 
significance are also regularly shelled deliberately (Coward, 2004). According to a 
message on the Telegram channel of the Security Service of Ukraine dated August 
21, 2022, “Only every 20th missile strike of the RF was directed at a military facil-
ity, the remaining 19 targeted houses, schools, hospitals, universities...”.

There are also no sufficient grounds to consider such urbicide from the point 
of view of the cultural cleansing and ‘cultural cannibalism’ aimed at symbol-
ic buildings that are important for Ukrainian identity. Indeed, some symbolic 
buildings, cultural centres and monuments (especially those related to the war 
with Russia) were destroyed in the cities. Bombed university buildings in Kharkiv 
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can also to some extent be seen as the destruction of Ukrainian culture and iden-
tity. However, the targets of destruction most often become schools, hospitals, 
residential and utility buildings, and ordinary everyday public spaces (Fig. 3), i.e. 
all typologies of building and places, the whole built environment (Abujidi, 2014).

It could be assumed that the cities that undergo greater destruction are char-
acterised by a higher concentration of certain signs of Ukrainian identity, con-
sidering, in this way, urbicide as targeting ‘otherness’. However, if, for instance, 
we compare the maps of the share of people for whom Ukrainian is their native 
language and the intensity of urbicide in the cities of the Donetsk region, a clear 
dependence is not observed (Fig. 4).

The metaphoric interpretation which understands the destruction as a sign of 
the concepts at stake in the war (Coward, 2004) also only partly provides an expla-
nation of urbicide in Ukraine. The most appropriate is the concept of the ‘Russian 
World’, which is promoted by Russian politicians and justifies the destruction 
of Ukrainian cities by the mythical protection (?) of the Russian-speaking pop-
ulation. However, city dwellers are killed during bombing and shelling regard-
less of their ethnicity, language, or even geopolitical preferences. Ironically, we 
can say that due to the destruction, the affected Ukrainian cities are becoming 

Fig. 2. 100 days of military urbicide in Ukraine: February 24 – June 3, 2022
Source: authors’ calculation. The size of the circle is proportional to the number of days of 

shelling/bombing/street fighting, min = 1, max = 79 (Kharkiv).
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more similar to ordinary (neglected) Russian cities. Another concept promot-
ed by the Russian authorities in connection with the war, similar to Bosnia and 
Herzegovina (Coward, 2004), emphasises the artificial creation of Ukraine as a 

Fig. 3. Destroyed non-military buildings: hospital in Sloviansk in 2014 (a) and 
school in Kharkiv in 2022

Photo: K. Mezentsev (a), Y. Kandyba (b).

a

b
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state, and the destruction of cities as if testifies to the collapse of the ‘bridging’ 
of ‘essentially different parts’, and natural separation of so-called ‘Novorossiya’. 
However, O’Loughlin et al. (2017) and Kuzio (2019) ‘show that the ‘Novorossiya’ 
project failed because it was a myth used by Russian political technologies and 
had little basis in reality.

Another concept worth mentioning is the intentional weakening of Ukrainian 
cities, in particular Kharkiv. Thus, in the years 2011–2012, the idea of   creat-
ing a cross-border agglomeration of Kharkiv-Belgorod was actively promoted 
(Kiriukhin, 2012; Mezentsev, Pidgrushnyi, 2013). In fact, these cities were un-
equal in terms of population, economic potential and functions, but later, they 
were considered as two equal poles of a single agglomeration. The agglomeration 
project provided that the main airport and university were to be developed in 
Belgorod, and Ukrainian Kharkiv was to share part of the functions in favour of 
the Russian city. This project was not implemented. However, Kharkiv is currently 
undergoing regular destruction, including the university and the airport, as a re-
sult of shelling from the territory of the Belgorod region, the so-called ‘revenge’ of 
the co-core of the not realised cross-border agglomeration. Still, this concept, like 
the two previous ones, can hardly be considered a distinct explanation of urbicide.

Fig. 4. Cities in Donetsk region: Ukrainian as native language (a) and Military 
urbicide (b).

Source: Census 2001 (a), author’s calculations (b).

a b
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Finally, the destruction of heterogeneity, which is the essence of urbanity, is 
the conventional explanation of urbicide (Coward, 2004; Ristic, 2018). Ukrainian 
cities are heterogeneous in various aspects, in terms of geopolitical preferences, 
beliefs, native language of residents, and such coexistence was the norm (Coward, 
2004). Urbicide directly attacks the spatial practices of everyday life that constitut-
ed the city’s plurality, especially via (random) shelling producing a ‘terror-inspir-
ing effect’ (Ristic, 2018). The destruction of cities, and thus their heterogeneity, is 
aimed, on the one hand, at pushing residents out (as a result of the destruction of 
housing) with further plans to homogenise cities, and on the other, at the destruc-
tion of public spaces where the interaction of all residents takes place, and further 
city reterritorisation.

All these explanations of urbicide in Ukraine reflect only a separate aspect of 
the multifaceted deliberate destruction of cities. However, they are not enough for 
a deeper understanding of urbicide in Ukraine. An important goal of urbicide is 
the actual development of cities, growing civic consciousness, and public activ-
ism. In this way, the destruction of cities aims to stop and deny this development.

After the temporary occupation in 2014, Ukrainian cities gradually changed. 
The ‘facade cities’ that remained under Russian occupation looked much less 
attractive compared to the liberated cities. Interviews with respondents from 
Kramatorsk confirm the fact of essential changes in the city perception by locals. 
First of all, they note improvement in public spaces arrangement and new con-
struction:

And construction. And landscaping. And roads are being repaired. And transport 
has become more modern. The square was restored (ID-R33).

We didn’t have cranes here for 20 years, now something is constructed here (ID-
R31).

We started to build something new. It’s amazing that it’s not just shops, but houses 
for people (KR37).

Secondly, it is an increase in entrepreneurial activity:

Many entrepreneurs came to us and opened businesses, so some jobs appeared 
(KR37).

A lot of ideas, and interesting start-ups were opened precisely thanks to the displaced 
persons. They lived in a bigger and developed city and they have already seen it, they 
have their own vision of how to make it better (ID-R47).
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Thirdly, it is the strengthening of civil society, local activism and community 
cohesion

As for people, more patriotic people have appeared. Consciously active people ap-
peared more (ID-R35).

Maybe there are more friendly people, more sociable (ID-R44).

Such changes are caused by a combination of several drivers – the transfer 
of the regional centre to Kramatorsk, and therefore the power institutions and 
related investments, the strengthening of local self-government due to the decen-
tralisation reform, the hosting of a significant number of IDPs from the occupied 
cities, as well as the activities of various international missions. As a result,

the city has become like a city. Even better, in the sense that now we are considered 
as a regional centre. And there are more investments (ID-R33), and

International missions have greatly strengthened the city (ID-E25).

However, it is difficult to single out any dominant force:

Thanks to the IDPs, the development of the city has accelerated, but they are not its 
root cause. First of all, the city has become a regional centre. And this is another level 
of funding. Also the accommodation of the military. And the IDPs joined this trend 
and strengthened it (ID-E26).

Changes in the occupied cities and neighbouring liberated cities are in the 
opposite direction. Several aspects of opposing vectors of change can be iden-
tified (Table 1). First of all, it is the decline and slow destruction of the urban 
space of the former and the development and renewal of the latter. Thus, Donetsk, 
which was a successful regional capital and even competed with Kyiv for the title 
of ‘business capital’ (Mezentsev, 2013), lost this role, although it is formally pro-
moted as the ‘capital city’ of the so-called ‘DNR’. There are no headquarters and 
no mega-events here. In fact, it transformed into provinciality and peripherality. 
Instead, Kramatorsk took over part of its functions.

Another aspect of the opposite orientation has a metaphorical nature and is 
related to the perception via colours: from colourful to grey and, conversely, from 
grey to colourful. Another aspect reflects time and place: there and here, before 
and after. That is, what was, for example, typical for Donetsk (which is ‘there’, in 
the currently occupied territory) before 2014 is manifested in Kramatorsk (which 
is ‘here’, in the liberated territory) after 2014, and vice versa. Finally, there is a 
gradual transformation of the occupied cities into cities similar to Russian ones 
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Table 1. Opposite direction of changes in occupied and liberated cities of Eastern 
Ukraine

Occupied cities Liberated cities
decline, destruction vs. development, renewal

Everything is broken, killed, shabby. Then 
it was a flourishing city. Keeping up with 
time. At the moment - what was, and that 
is no longer (ID12).
The city, they don’t invest money in it. 
It stopped. The way it was, minus seven 
years… They are trying to support public 
utilities. Painting the curbs. Broken, but 
repainted. Planting roses. Painting traffic 
lights. Everything is falling apart. Now is 
a non-industrial city, that is grabbing the 
strings of survival (ID14).

The city began to flourish. It mobilised a 
little, that is, some new establishments 
started to open, they try to breathe some 
new life into Kramatorsk... The city 
changed outwardly, it came to life (ID-
R46).
The city has started to be developed, after 
the occupation a lot has been done in the 
city. Construction has started, new projects 
are being implemented. The city lives its 
own life, develops (KR36).

When my brother came from the occupied territory, he walked the streets of Kramatorsk 
and could not contain his emotions. He said that it is so beautiful, how everything 
is developing, how the infrastructure is changing. Everything is the opposite there, 
everything goes in the other direction. Everything is declining rapidly, very rapidly. If to 
compare Donetsk and Kramatorsk, I can say that Donetsk looks much worse now than 
Kramatorsk. It’s getting worse and worse, really. The city is being torn apart there (ID40).

greyness vs brightness
Greyness (ID06)
No vivid impressions (ID12)
Before, the city was grey, messy, neglected 
and uncomfortable. Grey Kramatorsk (ID-
E26)

The picture has become brighter, before 
that it was somehow grey... the old houses 
are being painted (ID30).
Somehow colourfully has become (ID41).

there and then vs here and now
Donetsk 2014 and now are two completely 
opposite things. To me, Donetsk, as I last 
saw it several years ago, is like Donetsk of the 
early 90s. With faded ads, dirty, unpainted, 
uncared for, military-paramilitary (ID40).
The city has stalled in development. Must 
see before and after. It developed rapidly. 
Like it fell off the mountain peak. And 
where further – down or up? And time 
froze (ID02).

But 2014 Kramatorsk and 2022 Kramatorsk 
are two different cities of Kramatorsk… 
(ID41).
Compared to Kramatorsk before 2014 and 
now, here is better now... (ID-R31).
After 2014, it began to change for the 
better... It changed a hundred times, it 
became more comfortable for life (KR25).

There are few Donetsk residents left. Amvorsievka, Torez, Shakhtersk live in the city. 
There are no Donetsk residents in Donetsk... They leave because they feel pressure there, 
because they see the difference – t h e r e  and h e r e ... Therefore, the main motivation 
of people is to live better here. And it was important for us to create and show this 
difference for everyone to see… (ID-E26).
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with the cultivation of Soviet nostalgia and propaganda of the ‘Russian World’, 
instead, the liberated cities are slowly but purposefully freed from Soviet nostal-
gia, getting rid of the markers of the ‘Russian World’ and become Ukrainised. 
Moreover, if there were strong positions of parties supporting the deepening ties 
with Russia and pro-Russian geopolitical preferences before 2014 in the Eastern 
Ukrainian cities, then military aggression and ineffective management by the 
Russian-controlled authorities of the self-proclaimed ‘republics’ significantly 
weakened such sentiments. Thus, last year the ‘Arbat’ retail chain (with a clear 
connotation to the Russian capital) spread in Kramatorsk was replaced by the 
Ukrainian chain ‘Varus’ (Fig. 5).

As these differences became more apparent, the advantages of urban life in the 
Ukrainian-controlled parts of the Donetsk and Luhansk regions strengthened. 
The attractiveness of the occupied ‘Russian World’ cities, which are gradually de-
clining, turning ‘grey’ and stopping in development, has evaporated. Therefore, 
explanations of urbicide much discussed in the literature, such as the destruction 
of heterogeneity, ‘otherness’ in cities, and symbolic spaces, should be added to the 

‘Russian city’ with Soviet nostalgia vs ‘Ukrainian city’ with an advanced vision of the 
future

Became Russian. That is, when you go 
there, you understand that you are not 
in Ukraine... The former McDonald’s 
was renamed. It was specific, but it was 
Ukrainian… (ID16)
The ship has stopped. The helmsman left. 
And the ship sails on its own. What’s left 
from the Ukrainian still floating... (ID17).

Now it is no longer a Soviet city, thinking 
has changed (ID-E26).
Small and medium-sized business is pro-
Ukrainian (ID-R05).
Ukraine has become more... We started to 
develop a free Ukraine. Here. Not Soviet 
Ukraine, but free Ukraine... (ID-R39).

Source: interviews with IDPs, returnees to Kramatorsk after the occupation, Kramatorsk’s 
dwellers who stayed in the city during the occupation, and IDP experts.

Fig. 5. Kramatorsk: changing markers of identity. Chain store ‘Arbat’ in 2021 (a) 
and ‘Varus’ in 2022 (b).

Photo: K. Mezentsev (a) and D. Rashevska (b).

a b
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opposite direction of development of cities controlled by the aggressor and victim 
cities, their comparative attractiveness.

OCCUPIED CITIES: INDIRECT URBICIDE THROUGH FEAR, 
MISMANAGEMENT, AND DECAY

The construction of modular transit camps for IDPs did not significantly affect 
Ukrainian cities or surrounding neighbourhoods. Although they are mostly lo-
cated on the periphery, unlike the processes described by Al-Shoubaki (2022), 
they are neither integrated nor bring a specific identity to the whole neighbour-
hood. This is explained by the fact that the number of IDPs in such camps is small. 
For instance, in 2021, the share of IDPs living in such places of compact residence 
was only 1.2% of their total number in the city of Dnipro, 0.5% in Kramatorsk, 
0.3% in Kharkiv, 0.2% in Sloviansk, 0.1% in Mariupol. Therefore, these small IDP 
camps do not pose a threat of marginalisation and stigmatisation of surrounding 
neighbourhoods, and thus of indirect urbicide.

Since, in Kramatorsk and other cities with a high concentration of IDPs, there 
are no areas with a higher concentration of them, IDPs are scattered (KR36, ID09), 
smeared in a thin layer (ID07) throughout the city. As the IDP expert notes:

In my opinion, it is very good that there is no such place in Kramatorsk where IDPs 
are more concentrated. Because of my fundamental position and this is very im-
portant, IDPs should live in the city, among the citizens. They must socialise, adapt, 
integrate into the community and live in the community. They are the same residents 
of the city as everyone else. The concentration of IDPs in places of compact living, 
in transit towns, is a very bad story. This is actually the creation of something like a 
ghetto, which is what causes the so-called boarding house syndrome in some people 
(ID-E23).

At the same time, the cities that were temporarily occupied or are under oc-
cupation have clear signs of indirect urbicide. Almost all respondents who stayed 
in Kramatorsk for part or the entire period of occupation, as well as IDPs who left 
their cities, emphasise the following features, which can be interpreted as signs of 
indirect urbicide:
 • the depopulation of cities due to the outflow of residents, because there are no 

prospects there, the youth has left. Even those ardent ones who believed in those 
republics, they left in all directions... there remained retirees who had nowhere 
to go (ID30), or because of the dangers, fears and uncertainty when people are 
afraid to go out into the street (ID10), it was terrible that you don’t understand 
what you have to do now, what awaits you (KR36). As a result, the city turned 
into an ‘empty city’ (ID-R05), completely empty with deserted streets (ID-E26), 
a dead city (ID-R31);
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 • planned or unconscious destruction of the city’s infrastructure, neglect of 
buildings and at the same time simulation of development: everything was in 
a terrible state of destruction, many houses suffered (ID-R46), the city is killed, 
everything is closed, everything is in a terrible state, it was dirty (ID-R42), as one 
of the respondents depicted it figuratively: girls will understand me – lips are 
made up, and the facade is crooked (ID08);

 • fragmentation of the urban space as a result of the installation of all these 
checkpoints (ID10), on which there were incomprehensible personalities of in-
comprehensible appearance (ID-R44), inadequate faces with machine guns de-
manding something from you... Intelligence was absent on their faces... (KR32), 
that you were afraid to even say something to them... to say get out of here, but 
you couldn’t (KR25); such fragmentation is connected with the dark side of the 
‘new military urbanism’ and ‘frontier urbanism’ with control of a given area by 
the various ‘militias’ (Fregonese, 2019), the increasing militarisation of every-
day urban spaces and infrastructure of cities, bringing the rhetoric of the war 
“into the heart of ordinary, day-to-day city life” (Graham, 2010), use of urban 
spaces and structures to promote a particular power and to foster fragmenta-
tion and confrontation (Pullan, 2011);

 • ineffectiveness of city management due to unprofessionalism, often haphaz-
ardness in the selection of personnel, or awareness of temporality, lack of effect 
of legal norms, when ‘here I am the law’. Special rules... There are not very lit-
erate people. And there, so to speak, not democratic ways. Law does not flourish 
there (ID01), and each city is controlled by its own gang (ID06), local power 
was seized, let’s say, by no one knows who… (ID-R47), bandits, homeless people 
who didn’t work anywhere, don’t want to work. They were given a stick in their 
hands. They felt great… (KR43); and, as a result,

 •  the lack of a strategy and real projects for the development of the city. As one 
of the respondents said, Donetsk and Luhansk are a suitcase without a handle 
(ID16), i.e. the cities were occupied, but ‘taking them with you’ was neither the 
goal nor the means to ensure their development.
The cases of Mariupol and several other cities that, after suffering urbicide in 

2022, were occupied a second time (the first time in 2014) add other signs of in-
direct urbicide. This is the “coerced movement of people away from their homes 
to other locations” (Boano, 2011), and these locations are in another country, that 
is, in fact, it is about the forced removal of city residents to the aggressor country. 
It is also about the demolition of damaged buildings and their replacement with 
new low-quality housing, which distorts the image of the city and its attachment.
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(NON)RETURN NARRATIVES: DIRECT EVIDENCE OF INDIRECT 
URBICIDE

The decision of the IDPs and their argumentation not to return to the cities they 
were forced to leave due to the occupation is one of the strongest pieces of evi-
dence of indirect urbicide. IDPs’ reasons to return are invariably complex and 
multi-layered (Lundgren, 2016). It is clear that the motives for (non)return differ 
for different groups of IDPs. For example, the motivations of those who have faced 
damage or loss of housing and jobs, and made a deliberate decision to move, differ 
from those who register as IDPs in order to receive pensions and social benefits, or 
conversely consider the possibility of return under certain conditions. The return 
depends on socioeconomic incentives, integration into the hosting community, 
the length of time in displacement, a sense of belonging, security, and access to 
relevant information (Lundgren, 2016). Thus, the problem of forced resettlement 
of migrants between cities and within the city, i.e. ‘double temporality’ (Brun, 
2016) is an incentive for forced return, while the ‘question of time’, and vice versa, 
weakens such intentions.

We suggest making a clear distinction between intentions to return to the city 
and intentions to return home. Home is more than a site in which we live, it is 
also an idea and an imagination that is imbued with feelings, an emotional space 
(Blunt, Dowling, 2006). In such a way, IDPs idealise or even mythologise home 
and return home, but not return per se. Thus, Zetter (1999) noted that ‘the myth of 
return’ should be recast as ‘the myth of return home’. In this study, we investigate 
specifically the return to the city in the context of indirect urbicide.

The results of the interviews largely overlap with the finding of Uher and Ira 
(2021), who found that the vast majority of respondents from Eastern Bosnia did 
not intend to return to the localities where they used to live before the war. The 
main reasons were the loss of housing, a feeling of insecurity, and that those places 
were no more important to them than they had been before the war (Uher, Ira, 
2021). Additionally, some of them feel exiled in their own city, disoriented and 
lost, losing the sense of belonging to their city (Azzouz, 2019).

We identified four narratives of IDPs’ vision of prospects for a (non)return to 
their home cities.

The first narrative: do not intend to return to the city because they do not see 
prospects for change. Some IDPs emphasise that they do not want

to return there from what you left from (ID02).

They express the opinion that stayers

are those who do not want to change anything (ID01),
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and a significant part of them

are soaked in politics there (ID04)

or are socially disadvantaged. They do not want to return to such an environ-
ment:

House left there, [but] nothing left of that city (ID15).

100% I will not return. Nothing good would wait... There is nothing to do there 
(ID41).

The second narrative: does not intend to return to the city because of feelings of 
the danger of rejection. IDPs draw attention to the fact that those who remained 
consider them traitors –

They are now in the frame of mind that we are traitors (ID20).

We are considered as traitors. We have not defended ‘our land’ (ID14).

Moreover,

those who stayed believe that we have taken out intellectual potential (ID14).

It is assumed that there is a danger of

the partisan struggle of collaborators (ID19).

Is it worth it? There’s ‘rabbles’ there (ID11).

The third narrative: intend to return to the city, but only to restore justice/
legality. They

would return there only with a punitive aim (ID06)

and suggest that those

who will return will restore the order with a strong-arm (ID16).

Like refugees from Abkhazia (Brun, 2016), they consider a possible return as a 
symbol of the hope of regaining control over their city.
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As for the fourth narrative, it is similar to the one found by Uher and Ira 
(2021). Our interviewees express the intention to return as conditional. In the 
case of Eastern Bosnia, such conditions were like ‘if we have a house’, ‘if there 
were schools, job opportunities, shops, doctors, better conditions’, and ‘if relatives 
were not killed’ (Uher, Ira, 2021). In the case of the cities of Eastern Ukraine, the 
key conditions are related to the home, since homes embody past memories and 
future dreams of returning home (Lundgren, 2016). Thus,

dreams are there, but reality – home is here (ID2),

[home] is here now, and there is what was in another, previous life (ID07), or

we are at home both herein Kharkov already, and therein Luhansk (ID21).

In the ninth year of the war, IDPs ‘are trapped in protracted displacement’, but 
their aspiration to return has no distinct nostalgic sense as Tete (2011) revealed, 
even for elderly people (Lundgren, 2016; Žíla, 2019). Such aspiration is rather re-
lated to the future:

I really want. However, every year I realise more and more that it will be difficult. 
Although I am ready to work with my hands, feet, and head to literally and figura-
tively rebuild everything that was destroyed there (ID40).

So, the fourth narrative: intend to return to the city (home in the city) but under 
(impossible) conditions. For instance,

if everything restored as it was before 2014 (ID14),

which, of course, is impossible; or

to return to Ukrainian Donetsk. In 2013... when you go outside the apartment, so 
that life is as before (ID20).

Or if there was where to go back:

there is nowhere to return (ID10),

that is, if the house or apartment was not damaged or taken (by the ‘militia’). 
Another view is about the (impossible) possibility to take the home from there:

I would like to remove my home to here (ID17),
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If I could sell an apartment [in Donetsk] and buy in the [Ukrainian government] 
controlled area (ID11).

Thus, the intention of not returning to the occupied cities prevails among the 
respondents. It can be assumed that they are ready to look for a new home in a 
new city:

Home is where I was born. Maybe I’ll rethink and choose another city as my home 
(ID01), or

It used to be scary to think, but now I’m ready to move to any city in Ukraine (ID19).

‘Domicile return’ (Bradley, 2018) retreats to non-return, and therefore indirect 
urbicide of occupied cities can have long-term consequences.

CONCLUSIONS

This article explores urbicide during Europe’s largest ongoing war of the 21st cen-
tury. Urbicide in Ukraine is not just another story in a long list of well-covered 
destroyed cities; it has new manifestations and needs to be investigated and re-
thought.

Despite the variety of forms and concepts associated with urbicide it has some 
common features such as non-selectiveness, simultaneous destruction of symbol-
ic and mundane, ordinary places, both physical structures and values, is aimed 
at ‘killing’ the heterogeneous urbanity for its own sake, and even being carefully 
planned causes reconfiguration of urban spaces in unexpected ways.

The important targets of urbicide in Ukraine are the actual development of 
cities, growing civic consciousness, and public activism. In this way, the destruc-
tion of cities aims to stop and deny this development, to some extent marginalise 
cities. Occupied cities show distinct signs of decay, while nearby liberated cit-
ies show positive changes. Such opposite orientation of the development of cities 
from the same region but under different conditions during the war can explain 
the brutality of the deliberate destruction of more successful cities, which in fact 
denies the goals of the war.

Regarding indirect urbicide, IDP camps do not cause the marginalisation or 
stigmatisation of surrounding neighbourhoods and local identities. Instead, dis-
tinct indirect urbicide is observed in occupied cities, which are characterised by 
depopulation, planned or unconscious destruction of the city’s infrastructure, ne-
glect of buildings and unsuccessful simulation of development, fragmentation of 
the urban space, and ineffectiveness of city management. IDPs’ non-return to the 
city narratives can be seen also as direct evidence of indirect urbicide.
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Prospects to overcome the consequences of urbicide are related to the search 
for effective post-war recovery strategies for both destroyed (directly urbicided) 
and temporarily occupied (indirectly urbicided) cities. Such cities can expect a 
‘window of opportunities’, new investments, and flagship projects, but at the same 
time, they will have to solve the issue of ‘difficult heritage’ and prevent non-mil-
itary (new-build) urbicide after military one. In any case, the study of urbicide 
should go hand in hand with the study of peace, the post-urbicide city.
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